UPS sells war-related FMC stock
At the recommendation of
Loomis & Kennedy, Inc.,
investment appraisal firm for the
UPS portfolio, all holdings in the
FMC Corporation have been
sold. FMC rated 37th in the
fiscal year 1971 on the Defense
Department's list of 100 largest
contractors and has been
included on . the top 100
contractors list every year for
the last 10 years.
It received a total of $127
million in contracts from the
Department of Defense in 1971.
University officials say that
the reasons for selling the stock
were primarily economic,
although FMC also falls into that
category of war-related
industries which the University
Council has suggested UPS

should not be involved with.
In a letter from the
investment firm, it was first
noted that current income and
quality could be improved
through rçpurchasing of the
same type of bond, and
secondly, that the bonds in
question belong to one of the
nine companies UPS has
holdings in that are also on the
DOD's top 100 contractors list.
The Finance Committee of
the Board of Trustees has
discussed investment policy and
passed a motion that says,
among other things, "We concur
in the general idea of investment
in good, reputable companies
and will keep in mind and avoid
investments in those companies
where evidence indicates that

the social and ethical impact is
contrary to University policy."
However, no one has defined
what the social and ethical
policy of the university is, and,
as Fran Nelson, vice-presideit of
Loomis & Kennedy. has stated,
"at best, the blending of various
moral considerations with a
more traditional fundamental
approach to investment
decision-making is not easy to
accomplish."
The remaining eight
companies on the DOD list that
UPS currently has holdings in
are: General Electric (No. 5),
IBM (No. 19), ITT (No. 23),
xxon (No. 27), Goodyear (No.
52), Atlantic Richfield (No. 85)
and corporate bonds in
AT&T (No. 3).
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Frozen ASUPS funds- thawing out
A critical shortage of student
body funds has been alleviated
by spring semester student fees
and ASUPS funds, which were
frozen for a brief period during
Winterim, are now thawing.
According to ASUPS
Financial Vice President Doug
Wyckoff, cash funds in the ASB
account with the university were
depleted in mid-January.
Wyckoff attributed the lack of
funds to several ASB accounts
expending more than 50% of
their budget before spring fees
were received.
Examples of such accounts
cited by Wyckoff included
ASUPS Equipment and the
refrigerators purchased by ASB
and rented to students. Rental
fees for the refrigerators have
helped restore adequate cash in
the account, said Wyckoff.
When the monies were
depleted last month, UPS
Controller James Smith froze all
ASB spendii4g until the new fees
were collected. For a time, he
was quite concerned about the
ASB spending policies and
commented that "this present
student administration has the
dubious distinction of being the
only group to spend all their
money before the end of the
year."
All ASUPS accounts were
affected by the freeze, no matter
what their individualspending
patterns were. Such
organizations as the TRAIL and
the yearbook had frozen
budgets, even though both were

well within their budgets and
had dposited thousands of
dollars of advertising revenue
into their accounts.
The University administers
ASUPS funds for the student
body. It considers all ASB
accounts as one large line item in
U P S bookkeeping.
Consequently, t h e
overexpenditure in some ASUPS
accounts depleted funds for all
student body organizations.
Vice President of Finances
Lloyd Stuckey also expressed
concern over ASUPS spending.
He reported that if the student
body commits all of its funds at
the end of the school year, and
then receives more bills, the
University would be held
responsible.
Vice President Wyckoff said
he felt the executive offices had
the matter well in hand. His job
is to monitor ASB spending,
which includes informing each
organization when it is
approaching the limits of its
organizational budget.
''One good way of
monitoring expenses is to have
all student salaries kept up to
date," said Wyckoff. "If
students are paid monthly,
ASUPS would not be
jeopardized by large salary
commitments at the end of the
year."
Wyckoff further indicated
that preliminary enrollment
projections from the Admissions
Office for the spring semester
show that the ASIJPS's budget

This telephone was melted along with a number of stereo
tapes and records in the Smith Hall fire.

assumption of 2525 fees-paying
students was accurate.
However, ASUPS President
Dave Wissmann reported to
Central Board Tuesday evening
that latest enrollment statistics
were not as good as first
expected. He told Central Board
that 2547 students paid ASB
Fees in the fall and that 2513
were needed to meet the budget
requirements this spring.
Wissmann said that reliable
indications from Admissions
were that enrollment would not
reach 2500.
If less than 2513 students pay
their. ASB Fees this spring
Central Board may have to
consider budget cuts and
revisions, said Wissmann. "In the
past budget cuts have been
absorbed by ASB Reserve
accounts," reported Wissmann,
"but this year's problems may
precipitate other action."

The hjdlv scoicheci door of Smith Hall's Room 214 bears
testimony to the extent of damagE caused by flames last
Tuesday.

Firemen battle dorm fire;
students sleep in chapel
by Seri Wilpone
A fire that may have broken
out in a stereo in room 214 of
Smith Hall at 4:30 a.m. Tuesday
morning drove sleepy residents
to Kilworth Chapel for two
hours while firemen battled the
blaze.
The cause of the fire was not
determined. The stereo was
supposedly unplugged, Randy
Jones, second floor resident
assistant, said Tuesday.
The two girls in the room,
Ann Packard and Barb Lindikay,
ran to get a fire extinguisher to
control the flames. However, the
fire had spread too much so they
pulled the fite alarm, Jones
explained.
The students, independent
men and Kappa Kappa Gamma
girls, safely evacuated the
building and waited with cold
feet for the firemen to arrive.
Two fire trucks and a
hook-and-ladder truck arrived
within three minutes of being
notified, it was reported.
This was the fourth time this
year that firemen were
summoned to the campus.
"Smoke was pouring from
the girls' windows" one resident
observed.
Smith Hall residents were
directed to wait in the chapel
until the building could be
reentered. They were all back in
back by 6:30 a.m., Jones
indicated.
Losses in the fire had not
been computed by last Tuesday.
The room in which the fire

started was being cleaned,
repainted and repaired.
Workmen said the occupants
could probably move back into
their room today.
The closets and their contents
were a total loss. In addition,
sections of the ceiling suffered
water damage and needed to be
repaired. The bunkbeds,
although blackened with smoke,
could be refinished, one
workman said.
The mattresses and beddings
were also beyond repair.
In damage to the girls'
personal belongings, all electrical
equipment, such as radios,
stereos, and tape decks, were
ruined. Tapes, albums, and the
telephone were melted by the
flames.
Smoke damage was sustained
in the hallway on the Kappa's
half of the dorm; but a fire door
prevented the men's side from
getting as much smoke.
The sharp smell of burning
wood lingered well into Tuesday
afternoon. Several girls hung
their clothes out the window to
air.
"We had a fire drill scheduled
for Wednesday," Jones added
ironically.
As an interesting sidelight to
the fire, one resident reported
that the fire marshal , upon
arriving at the scene, asked a
student where the fire was. As
the student raised his arm to
point out the direction, he
accidentally knocked the fire
marshal's hat off.

TRAIL letter prompts finalization changes
Students can largely thank
the efforts of Lloyd Matsunami,
director of student activities,
a n d Lloyd Stuckey,
vice-president and bursar of the
university, for the addition of
Monday as a finalization date for
registration.
Matsunami received many
complaints from students who
did not want to return to
campus just for 20 minutes of
bill-paying on Thursday or
Friday, and then have to spend
the weekend on campus when
they could be enjoying
themselves at home, Matsunami
said Tuesday.
He had planned to speak to
Stuckey about the matter, but
was further prompted in his
decision by a letter of complaint
in the TRAIL by Pat Dougherty
which essentially said, "Kick ass,
Matsunami, who regularly
sees Stuckey to discuss student
opinion and problems, found
Stuckey very co-operative.
"He reacted very favorably,"
Matsunami said.
Stuckey arranged to cancel
classes for Monday to free an
extra, more convenient day for
finalization of registration.
"The cashier's office should
also be commended," Matsunami
added. "They are the ones that
have to put in the extra hours
and contend with the additional

work extending finalization
times entails."
When Jack McGee, university
registrar, was informed of the
change, he was "shocked."
"Finalization was carefully
planned, each student being
given an appointment time so he
would not have to contend with
long lines. He knew exactly
where he stood. The change only
confused things. It's like arguing
with yourself.
'If a different appointment
time were necessary, it could
have been arranged. In all the
years I have been here, I have
never known the university to
charge a late fee,' McGee said.
"The decision was made
hastily. It should have been
given more forethought," he
said. "This way the student loses
out on one day of class time."
The student pays about $3
for each class hour, he indicated.Calendar dates for beginning
and ending classes are not
arbitrarily set, he said, but are
planned five years in advance.
"The catalogue is the
students' contract. If a class is
scheduled for a certain day, it
should be held," McGee
commented.
The change could have
worked out worse, he said.
Fortunately, 1,900 students
finalized on Thursday and
Friday. That left only about 900

who paid their fees on Monday.
About half of these 900
would have finalized on Monday
whether the change in
finalization days had been made
or not.
"But can you image what
would have happened if all
2,800 students had decided to
finalize at noon Monday?" he
asked. "The line could have
circled the library twice and the
poor cashier's office personnel
would have been harried.
calendar
is
''The
anachronistic concerning spring
finalization. It was made when
students still had to register on
that Thursday -Friday, ' McGee
said.
It would be easier and more
economical for students to
register and finalize on a
Monday-Tuesday with classes to
begin on Wednesday.
"There is no sense for
students to hang around for a
weekend," he said.
Another possible solution for
the problem, he indicated,
would be for the cashier's office
to accept payments at
pre-registration.
"The university makes a
strong effort to accomodate the
student. It's unfortunate the
class-day had to be sacrificed,"
he concluded.

Campus development
misreads growth trends
The Trustees Committee on Buildings and
Grounds has finished over a year of intensive study of
the campus and has released its draft of the University of
Puget Sound Long Range Campus Development Plan.
This plan (reproduced on pages 7-10) is an attempt to
outline possible futures for the campus in general and to
identify the potential for additional buildings in
particular.
The report is comprehensive but has glossed over
several important points and has, I feel, misread national
educational trends. The expected or desired enrollment
size consideration is of prime importance in discussing
the future of UPS. Other issues such as additional
parking on or near campus and the construction of new
buildings (such as a law school, auditorium, or a
recreation and physical education facility) must be
carefully considered before the University commits
funds and energy to such projects.
Most important at this time is the anticipated
enrollment trend. There are many indications which
point to a stabilization of enrollment over the next
several years. I base my prediction on two pieces of data
which have come to light since Steptember. First is the
inability of UPS to increase student enrollment by 50 as
predicted and budgeted for this fiscal year. Because of
this difficulty, the Admissions Team, the University
Council, and Board of Trustees have passed motions
which call for enrollment to stay at this and last year's
level for the 1973-74 school year.
This event, coupled with birth rate projections
which show a continued numerical loss of potential
students for the next 10 years, seems to be strong
justification for a major review of the draft's prediction
that enrollment will be 3,200 by 1975, 3,600 by 1980
and 6,000 by 2000. UPS has already fallen behind in its
expectations for the last two years and it is doubtful
UPS could grow by 100 students each year; even if this
were desirable.
There is also evidence to support the assumption
that students may not wish to attend a private four-year
school with a high tuition level, when State two- and
four-year programs are available. UPS enrollment
statistics indicate that more students than ever are
attending community colleges and then coming to UPS,
while living off campus.
UPS has long hoped for State financial aid to
students from Washington attending UPS. This was
thought to encourage students to attend this university
rather than State schools. Presently, the issue of State
subsidy is tied up in the courts, and students will not
receive this year's legislative subisdy until the matter is
settled.
Assessment of the housing section of the draft is
intimately tied to the enrollment assumptions. At
present UPS is capable of handling all students who wish
to live on campus in the present dormitories. As the
draft states, this is approximately 40% of the student
body enrollment. This percentage is expected to
decrease over the years. I would suggest that it will decrease at a more
rapid rate than first expected, again due to the increase
in local students coming to UPS out of the community
colleges. They have already lived in the community
while attending schools like TCC (which has no dorms);
and as juniors will not be enthusiastic about living on
campus. As these types of student numbers grow, the
percentage of students seeking on campus housing will
drop.
One of the best ideas in the draft, which Lloyd
Stuckey has contributed, is that of the use of the
additional annex buildings which the school is buying as
they become available. The idea that blocks of these
houses can be converted into student residences, with
interior courts which would provide recreational and
laundry facilities, is exceptional.
This approach to university housing would be
relatively inexpensive, self amortizing from rent
income, and most important, would not commit any
large portions of university resources to a permanent
structure. The time for university apartments is long
away, if it ever will be a reality.
Trends at WSU show that student apartment living
is no more desirous than dormitory rooms. This is
primarily due to the inability of the school to design
aesthetically pleasing apartments. The need for privacy
from noise and close neighbors has always plagued
architects, and I have heard of no happy solution.
Individual houses for rent within a block of student
residences are much more ideal atthistime.
Enrollment projections also affect classroom and
other campus facilities. Basically, they delay the need
for additional structures. This causes no difficulties for
classrooms, we simply don't need them. But in the case
of additional buildings, such as an auditorium or health
services center, the lack of increased enrollment will
mean a tightening of extrafunds generated from student
tuition dollars. UPS will have to accept the fact that
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more and more of its energy will have to be directed at
maintaining current facilities, improving academic
programs, and keeping up with cost of living increases
for faculty and supplies all while keeping tuition
increases at a minimum. Extra students have always
meant extra dollars, but this seems not to be a reality of
the future.
Another major concern which I have is that of the
proposed increase for parking. One of UPS's Trustees,
Lon Hoover commented at a Board meeting that
students should be given the opportunity to walk to
campus from exterior parking lots, for the benefit of
their health. I couldn't agree more.
One of the psychological aspects which make UPS
a small school is the green areas in the middle of campus.
If the trees on the north side of Thompson Hall became
a law school and adjacent parking, the campus aesthetics
would be ruined, and I would predict a psychological
attitude change around campus. UPS would become
more impersonal. Concrete, bricks and asphalt do not
lend "personality" to a campus.
If the school is able to finance growth, and if
student enrollment precipitates the need for additional
buildings such as classrooms, then UPS needs to watch
one other important psychological factor. As buildings
are fit into the main campus, filling in the open spaces
now present (such as the Anderson-Langdon field, the
women's athletic field, and the field east of Todd Hall)
the effect will be the same as increased parking. It may
come to pass that some of this space will have to be used
for structures. If and when this is done, additional
parking will intensify feelings of "isolation" and
"impersonality" amid cement and blacktop.
This entire psychological concept deals with a
snowballing effect. The more green space that is filled,
the more intense the adverse reactions to additional
building will be. And conversely, the more parking, the
more displeasing additional structures will become.
Parking should be limited to the outer perimeters
of campus. These areas would be the Fieldhouse lot,
parking on vacated streets east of Lawrence and- the
possible addition to the Thompson lot where the tennis
courts are now located. This last option would be one of
desperation rather than choice, however. UPS architect
Rus Ziegler's concept of a central academic core
bounded by North 18th, Lawrence, Seward and Regester
Halls, and Union Avenue should be devoid of any
additional parking.
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As such developments as synthetic turf on the
football field produce possible extended use of the field
for high school events, etc., the parking problem will
become more acute. We simply cannot acquiesce to the
alleviation of this problem by paving of interior parts of
the campus.
The Buildings and Grounds Committee has
worked long and hard to prepare such a comprehensive
document. Its efforts should be rewarded, but at the
same time, carefully scrutinized by other university
bodies (such as the University Council and the Faculty
Sente) before the draft becomes a fixed part of the
University planning. The most important thing to
remember is the committee's warning that any
document of this nature must be flexible. No matter
how appropriate today, a rigid plan will have little value
in the future. If precise and inflexible, it will not serve
the purpose it was designed for—the statement of goals
for the development of the physical plant of the
University.

Wes Jordan

Delmore supported
"Who and if anyone, other than the TRAIL editor
and Dr. [LeRoy] Annis really are opposed to Coach
Zech's decision 2 " one gentleman recently charged in a
letter to the TRAIL.
We, if anyone, think the time has come for
someone other than the TRAIL editor and Dr. Annis
tocome Out in opposition to Coach Zech's decision.
The liberties being taken by Zech are not in
keeping with the democratic principles of this union.
They are in fact highly dictatorial and can only be
regarded as just another example of the ever-present
"tyranny by the majority."
That great American statesman, John C. Calhoun,
in his analysis of such political tensions, insisted,
"Government by numerical majorities is inherently
unstable." He proposed to replace it with what he called
government by the whole community—that is, a
government that would organically represent both
majority and minority.
Society should not be governed by counting heads
but by considering the great economic interests, the
geographical and functional units, of the nation. In order
to prevent the plunder of a minority interest by a
majority interest, each must be given an appropriate
organ in the constitutional structure which would
provide it with "either a concurrent voice in making and
executing the laws or a veto on their execution."
Only by such a device can the "different interests,
orders, classes, or portions" of the community be
protected, "and all the conflict and struggle between
them prevented."
In such characteristic utterances of Calhoun's,
there is discernible a rough parallel to an idea that was
elaborated and refined by Marx, the idea of pervasive
exploitation and class struggle in history—a prediction of
social revolution.
The gentlemen's letter failed to mention that our
concern should not be with the intricacies of the
infamous protest, but with minority rights—the right of
dissenters to express unorthodox opinions, of the
individual conscience against tyrannical rule.
We hope this letter is informative and educational,
and we hope that in the knowledge that our opposition
does exist, the team can eat its pre-game steaks in peace.
In opposition,

Lauren Sawyer
Laura Inveen
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Dr. Norimoto lino

Prominent Japanese philosopher now teaching
However, his chief regret is
that the plane restricted the
amount of resources he could
bring from Tokyo.
But scholarship does not
seem to pull Dr. Tino away from
the problems of the world and

by Angel Iscovich
The prominent Japanese
philosopher and international
"whole-maker," Dr. Norimoto
lino, is currently lecturing at the
University of Puget Sound and
will remain here through the end
of the Spring semester.
He is teaching philosophy and
religion.
Dr. lino was chosen by the
Fulbright Commission to bring
his knowledge, blessings and
compassion to this University
and community. Dr. lino will
function not only as a
profressor-student, but as a good
will ambassador as well. He has
great hopes that Japan and
America may come to a better
understanding of each other, and
"that our world would be united
as one," he said.
Dr. lino was raised in a
Shinto home in Tokyo, although
most of his higher education
took place in the United States.
His studies carried him to
Pomona College and the Auburn
Seminary, from which he was
graduated as a Maxwell fellow.
He continued his studies at
Boston University and Tokyo
University. He is an ordained
minister which supplements his
vast knowledge of the Western
religious tradition. Currently his
teaching career is flourishing at
International Christian
University in Japan, where he
has served since 1951.
Dr. lino has also held
positions at prominent American
universities such as Boston
University, the University of
Iowa, Maryland University, and
Coe College.
Dr. lino's work in the past
years has made him a prominent
and well respected scholar of
comparative thought and
East-West philosophy.
His own productivity must
put many of his colleagues to
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understanding so that the world
may p r o g r e s s toward
compassion.
Hope is what will remould
All views into one heart
Under God's mercy
Oh, world, Thou art
Beating thine own self
By being exclusive-minded
Dr. lino wishes to talk and
visit with all who comprise the
University Community. In a
public meeting or individually,
his hospitable door is always
open.

POEM
by Norimoto lino

/

Some say he's a prophet All agree that he has a warm
personality.
his surroundings. These troubles
deeply grieve him.
Conducting a class, "Aspects
of Zen," he shared with his
students, in true Zen spirit, his
food, poetry, and academics as
well. Constantly, he gives hidden
insights to the idiosyncracies of
life's endeavors. "Our dreams
sometimes come true" is his
hopeful chant.
Writing his poetry in the
Japanese Haiku style
(seventeen-syllable stanzas), he
conveys messages of peace,
compassion and oneness of the
Universe.
The flower of compassion
Steady, sublime, boundless
Is hope itself

shame. His studies have resulted
in a collection of books
including Hints in Haiku, Christ
and Buddha, Zeal for Zen, A
Seven Hued Rainbow of
Japanese Thought, A New
Culture, Good and Peace,
Beyond Prejudice, and his new,
most delightful book of
philosophical poetry and
inspiration, Hope Here: Beyond
East and West.
The list goes on and on.
Some of his various academic
affiliations are worth mention:
The Society for Asian and
Comparative Philosophy, Process
Studies, and the Learned Society
for the Study of Scientific
Philosophy.
Dr. lino is truly a scholar in
the most venerated sense of the
world. He does not confine
himself to the realm of
philosophy-religion, but takes to
task all the inclusive fields, with
emphasis upon mathematics and
physics.
It is difficult to describe a
man of such vast scope and

secretaries, typists, mailservice
personnel are most helpful.
President R. F. Thompson,
Dean E. D. Gibbs have served
over 32 years. Dr. John B. Magee
over 25 years. Their continuous
devotion makes a difference.
Dr. lino truly wants peace in
the world. He wishes to
"advance the cause of good-will
a n d international
understanding." He feels that
there is "so much which is
misunderstood on both sides,"
refering to Japan and the U.S.
He wishes a fruitful, peaceful

UPS

If one were to peek into his
apartment, one would find
assorted literature touching on
all subjects—a matrix
mathematics book in the spirit
of Dr. Oka, the famed Japanese
mathematician, Buddhist Sutras,
the Holy Bible or writings on
physics by the Nobel Prize
Winner Dr. Vukawa.

As he proclaims, "we have
got to be one, one world,
especially after Hiroshima," a
disaster which he felt deeply,
but views the promising side
results of Japan's blossoming as
a blessing.
"Tears flow down my cheeks
when the thought of your
hospitality comes to me," are his
appreciative words when the
University of Puget Sound
comes to mind. Friendly, kind
people, and "peaceful as well,"
describe UPS in his estimation.
Taking from his pocket a
small note-calendar in which he
writes some of his thoughts, a
page entitled "Why UPS is
Peaceful" stared at me. Four
reasons were written down and
the date, January 19, was
inscribed at the bottom.
The Methodist milieu of it
is mild, conciliatory, views other
than itself, Science, Eastern
Studies.
The Northern climate of
snow, ice, rain, makes the people
humble before the Maker of the
long night.
Members of the staff,

On this sunny morning
Of 5 February 1 saw
The sunlit Bay glorious
The barge moved romantically
In the Bay, restoring in me
Dreams of my boyhood days
So I greeted with a cheer
A stranger on the street
I could not do otherwise
Being in the office
Dean E. D. Gibbs I
Enjoy the campus scene
Out of the windows here
I see the green lawn
With tree shadows on it
Twigs of the tall pine
Swaying gracefully so as
To console me infinitely
The coffee offered by a friend
Mildred Ness tasted
Heavenly to me indeed
The lovely city of Tacoma
Is so full of quiet grace
That I am really thrilled
Any time George Washington
Abraham Lincoln, heroes
Of history may appear before me
So this new member of
The Faculty of UPS aspires
To do his very best
May this noble university
Do its creative work
Of mediating between East and West
May our students here
Come to see their inherent worth
Waiting to be revealed
May we be wound-healers
Soul-sustainers, whole-makers,
Tension-easers, hope-k indlers
Your hands are warm
Warmer still is your heart
Filled with the love of God
Your words are moving
Even more moving is your presence
The consoling essence of grace
Unconscious influences benign
You exert without knowing
So consuming is your loyalty to Him
How fortunate I am to be
With you at UPS so as to
Move society till it is good
East and West both are
Impinged on by cynicism
So you and I must be united
Who can stop the coming of Spring?
Who can stop the coming
Of the Realm of Heaven here?

Students, faculty to discuss pacifism on Thursday
A meeting will be held
Thursday, Feb. 22, at 7 p.m. in
the SUB lounge for any students
and faculty interested in
organizing peace study classes at
the university, Brett Cook,
student leader of a Winterim
course in pacifism, announced
last week.
The meeting is an outgrowth
of the interdisciplinary Winterim
class "Pacifism, Nonviolence and
the Peace Ethic" sponsored by
Religion Professor Dr. Darrell
Reeck and led by Cook, a senior

majoring in elementary
education.
The class of a dozen students
examined the history and types
of pacifism and the feasibility
and ethics of non-violent life
styles.
"What we found through our
discussions could be beneficial
and vital for other students. It
would be helpful for UPS to
establish other peace study
classes," Cook said.
"These classes should be
interdisciplinary approaches to
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the problem of finding an
alternative to violent society.
The religious, ethical,
psychological, an; sociological
bases for non-violent action
should be examined," he added.
"The war is winding up for
Americans, but war in general is
not over," he stated. "We must
find alternative solutions for
war."
One of these alternative
solutions to war might be
education, Cook indicated.
"This can be met in part

through classes such as this
Winterim and the other peace
studies we hope to establish," he
said.
Non-violence tactics such as
civil disobedience are very vital,
he said, but more important is
the commitment to the
non-violent life style.
Mike Cooper, a participant in
the Winterim course added,
"There must also be political
action to change the machinery
that allows war to happen."
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UPS Finance Series---Part F

University Budget for 197243
by Wes Jordan
Editor's note: This analysis of
the University 's budget is the
first in a series of reports
concerning UPS's financial
structure and status. The reports
are being written by three
different TRAIL writers in
hopes of accurately defining the
process which the University
uses in implementing its annual
budget.
Future reports will deal with
such areas as tuition, fees, room
and board charges, financial aid
and the endowment fund.
The University of Puget
Sound operates on an annual
budget of more than $10
million. The work required to
raise this amount of money and
the complicated procedure
employed to dispurse the funds,
requires several offices of UPS
staff and the constant work of
Vice President and Bursar of the
University Lloyd Stuckey.
This $10 million budget
allows the University to operate
its plant, pay faculty and staff,
operate the food services and
dormitories, and to help
students in need of financial aid.
This budget is governed by many
regulations and is operated along
guidelines established by the
administration, trustees, and
university governing boards and
committees. All of these policies
revolve around designated
priorities and a philosophy
which enables Mr. Stuckey and
others to disburse funds
according to the needs and
wishes of the University.

Primary Purpose
The UPS Long Range Plan
states that the primary purpose
of the institution is to be a
teaching/learning university. It is
this goal, then, that is kept in
mind when the budget is
drafted. Finances are critical in
creation of such an educational
environment. Without sound
financial backing, programs
cannot be offered, faculty
cannot be hired and paid, and
university facilities cannot be
maintained or improved to meet
changing demands of education.
In order for the University to
meet these challenges, several
priorities have been established
as budgeting guidelines. First of
all, each school year's budget is
approached from the viewpoint
that it must be balanced. Many
people will say that this is
somewhat of an obvious policy,
but many private schools across
the country are finding it
impossible to meet financial
demands with their income.
They have been forced into a
deficit spending situation, or
have had to rely on annual gifts
to fill out the operating budget.
Either approach puts the
university in jeopardy of -losing
money which then must be
made up the following year at
the expense of that year's
programs.

Full Participation
UPS has been fortunate and
careful to meet such a spending
policy. Within this context, the
entire university participates in
the budgetary procedure. The
Faculty Senate and its
Curriculum Committee is
charged with the task of
developing and approving all
course offerings. Each additional
class must have funds for
materials and for faculty salaries.
Hence a close coordination
between the Faculty Senate and
Vice President Stuckey 's office
is essential.
Each department is
responsible for the drafting of its
own budget which is then
submitted to Mr. Stuckey for
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review. The University expects
the development of new
programs and the continuance of
the existing ones to be evaluated
at a grass-roots level, by the
faculty in each department. The
administration does not tell the
faculty which programs it can or
cannot operate, it cooperates in
funding those educational
offerings which the faculty
determines to be most
beneficial.
To a certain degree, money is
allocated to each department
according to its size and to the
number of students enrolled in
its classes. Therefore, a smaller
department like geology received
$48,000 last year while the
larger English Department
received $207,000.

Spending Priorities
Other spending priorities are
set by the faculty, department
and division directors and the
administration as they occur.
Examples would be: (a) the
establishment and staffing of
additional sections of regular
courses when shifts in student
enrollment make new sections
necessary, and (b) the
establishment of new areas of
study in response to student
interest, such as the women's
study program which began last
year. In this case, the Faculty
Senate responded with course
approval and the courses were
funded with support of the
Division of Social Sciences.
T h e administration
approaches the establishment of
budget priorities and policies
from two points of view. First,
the total University must
become involved as much as
possible. This is accomplished
mostly through faculty input in
the Faculty Senate and its
committees, and through
students' expressions of interest.

Secondly, the administration
uses its own resources to lead
the university. Strong leadership
is essential to coordinate and
pull together the various
interests around campus into a
tenable budget. The judicious
use of administrative leadership
is paramount in keeping the
University in the black with a
balanced budget, without the
loss of academic viability.
The mechanics of drafting the
upcoming year's budget
officially begins in September
when the administration
recommends to the University
Council and the Board of
Trustees the priorities which
must be met the following year,
and a tuition level which will be
needed to balance the budget.
Tuition for the following year is
set in October. Some of the
assumptions which were
presented to the Trustees and
approved last October for next
year's budget were that
enrollment would remain
constant, that inflation would
continue at a 3% rate and would
have to be met in instructional
cost and faculty salaries, that
new expenses in the library
addition would require
additional funds, and that a new
Director of Security and Safety
would be hired and given an
office. The Trustees discussed
and approved the basic
assumptions and then raised
tuition to $2,050 to meet the
new expenses.

Budget Requests
In October, Stuckey's office
sends to each of the departments
a budget request. The faculty in
each department, under the
leadership of the department
director and in consultation with
the division director, develops its
own departmental priorities and
submits, by December 15, its

formal request for funds for the
following year.
Mr. Stuckey reviews the
requests and, by mid-January,
begins a month of budget
hearings with many people to
condense and bring together all
the requests into a manageable
and feasible University budget.

Trustee Approval
A first approximation of the
budget is submitted to the Board
of Trustees in line-item form at
the Trustees February meeting.
At this time, the spring semester
registration and enrollment is
evaluated and the admissions
team reports on progress in the
recruitment of students for the
following year. If all previous
assumptions continue to look
accurate, the Trustees give
tentative approval to the
line-item budget.
Further revisions and
corrections are made by Mr.
Stuckey until May when the
Board of Trustees officially
approves the next year's budget.
A look at the 197 2-73 budget
is now in order. First a look at
the budgeted income, totalling
$10,115,150. Of this, over $7
million will come from student

tuition and fees payments. Other
educational and general incomes
(such as endowment, gifts, and
government funds) will total $1
million. The last $2 million
dollars will come trom
government student aid funds
($125,000) and income from
housing and food service ($1.8
million). These last two items of
income are kept separate from
educational income. All money
brought in by food service is
spent in food service, and all
monies derived from dormitory
charges are spent on dorm
operation and maintenance and
debt service. There is not mixing
of funds between these three
general categories.
Expenses are budgeted to
spend all of the expected income
and no more. Instructional
expenses are expected to reach
$4.2 million while the remainder
of the $8 for educational and
general expenses will be split
between building maintenance,
staff and administration
expenses, student services,
athletics, etc.
A complete breakdown of
expenses and income can be
found with several of the charts
and graphs included in this
report.

University of Puget Sound Budget
INCOME
I.

II.
III.

actual

actual

budget

1970-71

1971-72

1972-73

$4,992,286
232,747
115,944
106,204
6,432
264,200
176,089
122887
1,694,196

$5,961,733
214,729
99,972
272,975
77,905
260,087
172,159
68,992
1,781,968

$7,131,750
240,000
94,000
132 925
68,600
296,875
184,000
125,000
1,842,000

$7,710,985

$8,910,520

$10,115,150

$1,204,630

EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL
Instruction
$2,751,435
Organized Activities
285,012
Other Programs
108,030
Library
253,310
Student Services
272,607
Maintenance and Operation-Physical Plant 559,512
General Administration
310,180
Staff Benefits
580,326
K.
General Institutional Expense
433.990
STUDENT AID
464,376
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES
1,688,479
TRANSFER-SURPLUS (DEFICIT)
3.728

$3,298,074
310,051
235,735
284,347
358,256
589,282
370.125
764,460
501,073
452,411
1.746,467
239

$4,240,496
311.793
78,800
304,068
376,975
638,400
384,161
835,842
600,588
522,932
1,820,693
402

$ 942,422

$8,910,520

$10.1 15,150

$1,204,630

EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL
Student Tuition and Fees
Endowment Income
Gifts
Other Sponsored Programs
Recovery of Indirect Costs
Organized Activities
Other Sources
STUDENT AID
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES
TOTAL INCOME

increase/
(decrease)
$1,170,017
25,271
5,972)
(
(140,050)
9,305)
(
36,788
11,841
56,008
60,032

EXPENDITURES

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

PUGET SOUND

$7,710,985

TRAIL

1,742
(156,935)
19,721
18,719
49,118
14,036
71,382
99,515
70,521
74,226
163
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I. EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL

Student Tuition and Fees
All income derived from student tuition and fee payments
Endowment Income
Monies from dividends on investments in UPS stocks, bonds and
securities in the UPS portfolio

Income

Gifts
United Methodist Church contributions of $74,000 and funds
donated to support specific programs

xe
SN
3.80/0

Other Sponsored Programs

Organ1z
Student Fees
(less scholarship and
tuition remission)

85.0%

Programs such as the Group Homes Project, Upward Mobility and
Headstart. Funds include government support of national
programs like Headstart and Upward Mobility

nsored Programs

Recovery of Indirect Costs
Indirect costs are those that are incurred in implementing and
supporting the sponsored programs. They include an allotted
share of such items as operation and maintenance of the plant;
costs of departmental, college and institutional administration;
costs of library operations; use charges for equipment and
facilities; and certain other expenses of a general nature that are
to some degree attributable to sponsored programs.
Governmental reimbursement for indirect costs is based on a
fixed percentage set each year and is an auditable item in the
budget.

4.4%

Organized Activities Related to Educational Departments
The three items in this budget category are Intercollegiate
Athletics, the Fieldhouse and stadium, and the swimming pool.

Other Sources

I.

These miscellaneous income items cover such funds as rental of
institutional property, students deferred payment fees, parking
and library fines and interest accrued on UPS bank accounts.

EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL
Instruction
All faculty salaries and department instructional costs. Each
department has a seperate line item in the complete budget,
divided into salaries and other expenses.
Organized Activities Related to Educational Programs
The three items in this budget category are Intercollegiate
Athletics, the Fieldhouse and stadium, and the swimming pool.
Other Sponsored Programs
Programs such as the Groups Homes Project, Upward Mobility
and Headstart are included. Funds also include governmental
support of national programs like Headstart and Upward
Mobility.

STUDENT AID
All income from UPS funds for scholarships and loans, plus
governmental funds

AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES
Housing, Food Service, the Bookstore, Student Center income, Print
Shop collections and other, related auxiliary enterprises which
produce revenue

Library
Library staff salaries, book acquisitions and all other library
expenses
Student Services
This budget account funds the following offices (including staff
salaries and office expenses): Admissions, Dean for Students,
Counseling Center, Health Services, Placement Bureau and the
Registrar's Office.
Maintenance and Operation-Physical Plant
Expenses related to the physical plant, including such things as
heating, utilities, custodial services, administration of the plant
department and property insurance. These expenses charged to
the Housing account as part of the policy to keep educational,
housing and food service income and expenses seperated.

\o

7
Expenditure
Instructional

59.3%

K. General Institutional Expenses
Included within this budget category are: the Alumni Office,
Public Relations, Grant Development, Director of Personnel,
insurance other than property, mail services, telephone services, III.
data processing and the Chaplain's Office.

II.

STUDENT AID
Office expenses for the Financial Aids Office and UPS scholarships
and grants awarded to financially needy students.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

16, 1973

PhYsical Plant

9.3%

00/)

General Administration
Expenses of the offices of the President and the three University
Vice Presidents (excluding the Vice President for Students funded
under Student Services)
Staff Benefits
Faculty and staff benefits such as insurance and pension plans,
Social Security,sabbatical leave programs and tuition remissions
for faculty and staff families

S
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AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES
Housing, Food Service, the Bookstore, Student Center expenses, the
Print Shop, and the debt services on the campus buildings. Each listed
item within this category is kept seperate in the bookkeeping process
to insure that funds for housing, food service, etc. are not mixed with
each other and with instructional expenses payed by Educational and
General Income.
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FBI, police, military invade UPS

Richard Grimwood says the new pinball machines wili
stay as long as students don't mind.

New pinball machines
installed in Cellar X
Although pinball machines
aren't generally in character with
the aims and nature of an
academic institution, the
University of Puget Sound
Student Union Building has
installed two of them in Cellar
X, the campus coffee shop.
According to Richard
Grimwood, director of food
services and the SUB, the pinball
machines were installed after he
was approached by interested
students.
Grimwood said he
subsequently received proposals
from several vending machine
companies and decided that the
machines trademarked
"Williams" represented the best
offer.
Under the terms of the
pinball contract, UPS receives
50% of the gross intake. The
company receives the other half,
but the company must also pay
for maintenance and repairs, and
licenses.
This new revenue, Grimwood
reported, will be allocated to a
miscellaneous building revenue
budget, where cigarette machine
revenue currently goes.
He said the funds would be
used "to fund services and
student activities for which there
are no current allocations."
The Food Director stated
that although he was at first
skeptical about installing pinball
machines, it was impossible to
beat what he called a "zero
investment."
He also indicated that as far
as he is concerned, pinballs is a
zero game. He doesn't have
much interest in the game, but
as long as other people are
interested, the machines will
stay.
Food service employees have
reported that the machines have
been in almost continifous use
since they were installed last
Friday morning.
Director Grimwood said that
he hoped the machines were
acceptable to the student
body-at-large. He said he'd
received "very little negative
feedback" during the first week.
One student complained that
he could no longer study in
Cellar X because of the same
type of noise which must have
disturbed Rip Van Wrinkle's
slumber, but Grimwood pointed
out that Cellar X was never
intended to serve as a
study-lounge.
The machines will remain in
Cellar X unless students object,
Grimwood said. Student opinion
will be the deciding factor.
Labeled "For Amusement
Only," both machines are
standard amusement pinball
machines, offering winners one
free replay. The "Travel Time"
machine offers the free replay if
players are able to match the last
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number of their point score with
the lighted number which
appears on the back glass. Two
plays cost 25 cents.
On the "Swinger" machine,
the player is given five balls, A
free game is awarded if he scores
77,000 points.
Grimwood announced that
the machine coin boxes will be
opened by a representative from
his office today for the very first

UPSNB—Members of the FBI,
the Tacoma Police Department,
the military and the local fire
department recently invaded
McIntyre Hall on the University
of Puget Sound campus.
Cautiously entering the
building one by one, they made
their way to the second floor
and disappeared into room 216.
And even though a former cat
burglar snuck in between the
Naval officer and the fireman,
the campus visitors weren't on
the look-out for anyone in
particular and they weren't
i n v e s t i g a t i n g campus
abnormalities.
Rather, the vaguely
suspicious characters were all
taking part in a university course
on intelligence a n d
counter-espionage taught by Dr.
James Ketchel, assistant
professor of business and public
administration at UPS. Each one
visited the class as a guest
speaker for the one-month
Winterim course, and each
startled and shocked students
with tales of wire-tapping,
skyjacking, bank robbery, arson
and industrial spying.
Why bring legends of crime to
the college campus? Dr.
Ketchel's explanation is simple.
"Since it's not possible to
station a policeman at every
corner and at every doorway,"
he said, ''the modern
businessman and homeowner
must make an effort to decrease
the opportunity for crime.
Unlike 150 years ago, when
vigilantes could deal with justice
in their own ways, modern
citizens must become involved in

That there is great student
interest was doubtless. Within
two days after Winterim
registration began, the class was
filled to capacity with 54
students. More than 100 persons
initially opted for the course,
but classroom space limited
participation.
Professor Ketchel's rapt
fascination with the
subject—which prompted him to
offer the class in the first
place—goes back only three
years. But in that time he has
been involved first-hand in crime
prevention. He also has authored
numerous articles on the
prevention of crime.
"After three homes on my
block were burglarized, I joined
my neighbors to form the West
Seattle Crime Prevention
Council, which I chair," he said.
"That was the beginning."
Since then, the UPS professor
has become affiliated with the
Seattle Crime Commission and
the National Council on Crime
and Delinquency. He also serves
as chairman for the Seattle
Model Cities Law and Justice
Task Force.
So Dr. Ketchel's interest in
the many faces of crime clearly
is more than academic. His class
reflected that.
With the most up-to-date
information on crime
prevention, guest speakers in the
class ranged from an FBI agent
to a bank security officer and
the chief of police at
Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport.
J. E. Milnes, special agent in
charge of the FBI's Seattle
.-.cc;,.
th
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Crime Information Center—its
computerized system of serial
numbers and birth dates for
rapid identification of stolen
articles and fugitives.
Surveillance techniques and
intelligence units were among
topics discussed by Tacoma
policemen.
The intrigue of international
espionage captured student
interest as a naval intelligence
officer presented a film on
Soviet military hardware,
beginning from the time of the
czars and depicting its growing
sophistication.
Reaction to the various
presentations was uniformly
enthusiastic. Oddly enough, the
students' favorite speaker was a
former cat burglar who spoke
near the beginning of the
course. Nick Sumich, a UPS
junior, called the former petty
thief ''fascinating." Dutch
student Andre Lassing agreed.
"He shared every detail of his
former trade with us," he said,
"and concluded his lecture with
an account of how he was
apprehended!"
A student of espionage and
counter-espionage long before he
took Dr. Ketchel's class, Bud
Stallworth came out of the
course with some stringent
criticisms of the public.
"People, in general, are
ignorant when it comes to their
own security," he insisted.
"Very few sufficiently safeguard
themselves against criminal
actions. This course is at least
one vehicle for greater
understanding of crime and
techniques of prevention by the
lc.0
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For pure pleasure, focus on Blitz -Weinhard, the smooth, satisfying, flavorful beer
from the West's Oldest Brewery. Blitz-Weirihard Company, Portland, Oregon.
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University of Puget Sound

Long Range Campus Development Plan
as developed by the
Trustee's Committee on
Build ings and Grounds

Introduction
Ever since the university moved to its present site at North 15th
and Warner in 1924, the planning and design of campus facilities has
followed a master development plan.
The use of this master plan has contributed to the beauty and
harmony of the present campus. The buildings have a unity of design, and
are well-placed in relationship to each other.
In 1971 the UPS Board of Trustees directed the Buildings and
Grounds Committee to produce a new campus master plan which would
look toward the next century and provide general guidelines for orderly
campus development in the future.
The plan should not, however, place undue restrictions on those
who will be making decisions about campus buildings, grounds and other
facilities in the years ahead.
In his article, "The American Campus in 1980," author Harold B.
Gores says, "It behooves every institution to be imprecise in physical
planning, to stay loose, to build no wall or roof or fence which cannot,
another day, serve another purpose."
Since any long-range projection is an uncertain process, the plan
should provide flexibility and not detail future buildings and facilities in a
finite way which might limit future planning and innovation.

Objectives of the Plan
A.

B.
C.

Indicate priorities for future campus buildings and
facilities to help insure that:
Facilities match needs created by enrollment.
We make optimum use of the present campus land
space and provide for future expansion.
The physical plant is able to meet changing
educational needs today and tomorrow.
Structures and facilities are located for optimum
convenience and utilization.
Future capital requirements can be identified.
Make future building and facility needs visible.
Identify locations for new facilities and future land
acquisitions.

Ill. Assumptions
In preparing this plan, the committee has used these assumptions:
UPS will probably remain a privately endowed institution,
primarily a teaching university, with an udergraduate
emphasis and a relatively small enrollment.
Increased financial pressure on all colleges and universities
from spiraling costs makes it important to gain maximum
productivity and utilization from every UPS facility.
Rather than producing a "one-shot" plan, the proposals in
this document should be re-evaluated and revised at regular
intervals in the future.

Present Facilities
As of mid-1972, the university has a 70 acre campus with a total
value of about $28 million for buildings and land. There are seven
buildings primarily devoted to teaching and academics; twenty different
housing units; seven buildings and areas devoted to athletics and
recreation; plus a general category which would include the chapel,
president's home and Student Center.

These estimates are based on the probability that UPS can add
about 100 students each year for the next three decades. This growth
assumes that state and federal governments will provide tuition subsidies,
both directly to institutions and indirectly through aid to students.
These projections should be reviewed on a regular basis, because
they are subject to economic trends, birth rates, and increased tuition
costs. Privately endowed institutions are growing at a much slower pace
than public universities.
Enrollment projections are critical to facility planning because the
committee feels that the present land area of the campus plus the
perimeter areas that are planned for acquisitions will be entirely adequate
to support facilities for a campus "population" of 6,000 students.
Housing
The University's present dormitory space can house about 40% of
the student body. There is an increasing trend for students to move
off-campus, particularly in the junior and senior years. Because of
dramatic changes in housing preferences, the construction on more
conventional dormitories is not suggested, even though the student
population may double in the next two decades.
Commenting on student housing, the publication "American
Campus 1980" says:
"By 1980, colleges will have abandoned the notion that
prison design is a valid prototype for dormitory design. The typical
dormitory of an earlier day, with its ranks of identical cells marching
in double file down a long corridor, will not disappear.
Fifteen-year old buildings with 40-year mortgages cannot be wished
away—nor will colleges wish to do so, since these buildings will still
provide adequate quarters for at least some students some of the
time. But the old pattern will seldom be followed by building anew.
The individuality of individual students will be recognized in
practice as well as in catalog prose. For the college of 1980 to offer
all its students the same style of campus living will be as unthinkable
as offering them all the same course of study, with no electives and
no progression in subject matter from the time they enroll to the
time they graduate."

Campus residences of tomorrow will be more than shelter—they
must have a vitality related to education. This increased academic and
social focus suggests that the social, living, and academic aspects of
campus life should complement each other in every way possible.
Implementation might include: (a) conversion of rooms in dormitories to
study-seminar rooms, possibly including satellite paperback libraries; (b)
creation of living groups based upon academic majors (e.g. Science House,
Commerce House, etc.); (c) creation of living groups based upon intensive
extracurricular interests (e.g. Drama House, Crew House, Urban House,
etc.).
In addition housing on or adjacent to the campus is needed in the
future, it should more closely resemble the apartment style living which
has proven to be more attractive to students.
Private developers and outside contractors have entered the
housing field at many univeersities by constructing apartment-style
residence units adjacent to the campus. There will probably be more
housing of this type in the future, rather than conventional dormitory
design. Also, UPS may not feel the need to house as high a percentage of
its students in university housing in the future as it does today.
Private residences around the perimeter of the campus offer a
potential for future housing. As blocks of land which contain existing
residences are acquired, the units can be renovated and maintained for
housing on an interim basis, followed by demolition and eventual
,constructions of new university housing.
In summary, the recommendations on housing are:

Enrollment Trends
The need for classrooms, residence halls, and other facilities will
depend largely on future enrollment trends. A review of projections by
the Council of Higher Education and other sources suggests the university
can anticipate the following growth pattern:
Year
1975
1980
1990
2000
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C.

Probable enrollment
3,200
3,600
4,800
6,000

No additional construction of conventional dormitories.
UPS could have a goal of housing about 25 to 30 percent
of its students in the future, rather than the present 40 to
50 percent.
Housing should provide a variety of styles and
opportunities for students who may want to change their
residence patterns three or four times while they are at
UPS. (This could include dormitories, co-ed housing,
language house type units, private residences, and
apartment style units, to name a few)
Future housing should provide more privacy, comfort and
space.
go to page 10
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F T RE CAMP S DEVELOPMENT
13

This University of Puget Sound Long
Range Campus Development Plan has been
drafted by the Board of Trustee's Buildings
and Grounds Committee. The Committee was
charged last year with the task of projecting
possible additions to the University physical
plant through the end of this century.
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Many months of effort have been spent
gathering information from which this draft
and these plans were constructed. Predictions
as to the capacity of UPS to grow in the ways
outlined in this report have been based on
other University reports and studies. The
Buildings and Grounds Committee has relied
upon this additional information to make
their draft as comprehensive and complete as
possible.
The Committee has distributed their
work to various University committees,
boards and individuals for comment and
criticism. As stated in the introduction to the
Campus Development Plan this report is to
remain flexible to revision, alteration and
change. The usefulness of the Committee's
work lies in this flexibility.
The next step for this plan is to present it
to the University Council for their
recommendations and then to the Board of
Trustees for final adoption.
The two architects plans displayed on
these pages are only two ways in which the
University architect envisioned possible
campus development. Persons should not
assume that since a building has been drawn
into a location on these campus maps that the
buildings will be constructed and further that
the buildings will be built in the locations
suggested.
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! - 'i Academic Areas
1 Athletic a n d
[
Activities Areas
I Residence Areas
i Maintenance and
Utilities I-reas
Possible Property
Expansion
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Major Arterial Routes
Limits of Future
Campus Expansion
L i m i t s of TudorStyle Architecture
M a j o r Buildings
Secondary Buildirgs
Future Buildings
(Possible)
Pork i n g

These University Development
Plans are an architects version of
possible future building sites and
grounds development for the
remainder of this century. The plans
were drawn upon the Trustees
Buildings and Grounds Committee
request in the spring of 1972.

Long Range Campus Development Plan (continued)
E.

Acquisition of residences in the areas surrounding campus
boundaries could follow a three-step pattern:
Acquire existing residences in areas designed in
section IX.
Renovate them and perhaps construct some joint
facilities for a group of houses if feasible, (such as a
swimming pool). They would then provide interim,
self-amortizinq residence units.
and erect
Raze these houses eventually,
apartment-style campus residences with a unity of
function and design.

All-weather athletic field surface on Baker Stadium
for use by intramural sports, physical education
activities, varsity sports, and possible rental to local
high schools.
Multi-purpose combination campus recreation
center and stadium, facing Baker Stadium on
opposite side of playing field. This building would
include general recreation facilities for handball,
volleyball, billiards, etc., plus physical education
areas.
Expand Present Facilities
Library
Food Service facilities

VII. Instruction and Research Facilities
An analysis of present classroom facilities at UPS shows that some
are scheduled to capacity, while others are not heavily used. It is the
committee's belief that the future enrollment could be accommodated
with present campusclassroom buildings through 1980. At least one new
classroom structure would be needed around 1980 to 1985.
Additional 'productivity' from existing structures could be
achieved by:
Using the buildings more hours of the day.
Utilizing the buildings more days of the week.
Future trends which may provide greater opportunities to increase
the use of our instructional facilities include:
More reliance of the individual to teach himself.
More use of mechanical visual aids such as closed circuit
TV, film, and video tape in the teaching process.
"Multiple function" buildings rather than a classroom or
laboratory specifically constructed for only one branch of
teaching.

VIII. Campus Access and Parking
A more mobile population and larger numbers of students, faculty
and staff will increase pressure on university parking space and access
routes to the campus.
As a rule of thumb, many campuses are finding that one out of
every three students drives a car to school frequently and needs parking
near the campus.
We should expect Union Avenue, 11th Street and Alder to be the
main accesses to the campus with the other streets, such as 15th and 2 1st,
continuing to serve in the future as at the present. We should avoid getting
cars into areas on the fringes of the campus. To gain needed off-street
parking and to protect the campus from the flow of traffic, we should try
to vacate 14th and 16th Streets between Alder and Lawrence as soon as
possible, and either at the same time or shortly thereafter, 15th from
Alder to Lawrence and Lawrence from 18th to 13th.

IX. Future Campus Boundaries
Future campus expansion should concentrate on the area bounded
on the North by 18th Street, on the East by Alder, on the South by 9th
Street and on the West by Washington Street. (A possible modification to
this would be South on Warner to 8th, West on 8th to Union, and North
on Union to 9th)
The main thrust of any campus development in the years
immediately ahead would probably be the area between Lawrence and
Alder, North 11th and North 18th extended.
In addition to requesting the vacation of North 14th and North
16th Streets from Lawrence to AIder, we eventually should also request
vacation similarly on North 15th from Alder to Lawrence and of
Lawrence Street itself from 13th to 18th. A turnaround would be needed
at 13th and 18th so that a flow of traffic around Lawrence could be
provided for parking purposes.

Renovate or Remodel Present Facilities
Complete Howarth renovation
Certain residence halls as appropriate
Consider removal of bus shelter

XI. Building Design and Style
The Tudor-Gothic style of architecture gives the campus a fine
over-all unity, and should be maintained in the northern "quadrangle"
portion of the campus. [area bounded by Union Avenue, North 18th
Street, Lawrence Street and Seward andR egester Halls]
Variation of building style could be effectively achieved in the
southern area of the campus.
The University should avoid, however, the tendency of some
institutions to become a hodge podge" of many building styles adjacent
to each other. In regard to general campus design, there is a trend toward
integrating living and learning areas with less emphasis on students
learning "downtown" in an academic core and living in a dormitory
"suberb."

XII. Campus Plan Drawings
The three campus plan drawings which conclude this report
illustrate:
The campus as it is today.
Alternate "A" showing potential future development with
color-coded academic, recreation, residence, parking and
utility areas, and possible locations for future buildings.
Alternate "B" indicating other possibilities for future
building locations.

XIII. Conclusion
After this preliminary campus development plan has been
reviewed by the Board of Trustees and appropriate revisions have been
made, it is suggested that the plan be submitted to the University Council
for additional review and modifications before it is finalized.

X. Future Facilities
It is doubtful that any long-range plan developed in 1924 could
have identified each of the 36 facilities built at the campus in the past 40
years. This plan will not attempt to outline a precise, all-inclusive list of
future facilities. However, a number of units will probably be needed in
the future, as follows:
New Facilities
Infirmary—health center
Auditorium—administration building
Audio-visual communications center
Law school facility on campus
New classroom building
New apartment-style residence units

TEN
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World University Service official
to appear on campus February 20

nnas

Our photographer, armed with a telephoto lens managed
to obtain this shot of a sherry bottle being refrigerated
outside the office window of an unidentified UPS
professor. Cheers!

UPS sponsors Alpha Psi
area business meeting
UPSNB—Over 150 members
of Alpha Kappa Psi, national
professional business fraternity,
from 13 colleges and universities
throughout Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, Montana and Alaska, will
converge on the Sherwood
Motor Inn, Tacoma, Wash., for
the organization's Northwest
Regional Conference February
16-18.
Hosted by the University of
Puget Sound's Epsilon Nu
Chapter, the theme for this
year's conference is "Business in
the Year 2000." Co-hosts are
members of Phi Chi Theta, the
university's business fraternity
for women.
John C. Wilson, national
president of Alpha Kappa Psi,
will deliver the keynote address.
He will be joined by the group's
national vice president, Richard
H. Rais. Other major speakers
include Tacoma Mayor Gordon
N. Johnston, UPS President R.
Franklin Thompson and Dick
Balch, widely publicized owner
of Dick Baich Chevrolet in
Federal Way.
Registration for the
conference is set for 1 to 6 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 16. Workshops,
seminars, and panel discussions
will continue through the
weekend with a final wrap-up on
Sunday, Feb. 18.
The UPS chapter of Alpha
Kappa Psi is noted locally for its
community service projects,

UPS students
to participate

in Model UN
UPSNB—Thirty students
from the University of Puget
Sound will join representatives
from 35 colleges and universities
through the Northwest for the
Northern Regional Model United
Nations Conference February
16-17 in Corvallis, Ore.
Representing the countries of
Sudan, Algeria, India and Israel,
students will familiarize
themselves with the issues
confronting the U.N., participate
in actual debate and diplomacy,
and in general, deal with the role
of the U.N. in international
diplomacy.
Adviser to the UPS delegation
is Dr. John Jandali, associate
professor of political science at
the university and former adviser
to the Syrian delegation to the
U.N. Leading the countries'
delegations are Randy Foster,
Israel; Khaled Alsudairi, Sudan;
Doug Nichols, India; and Judy
Ryan, Algeria.
According to participating
students, the Northern Regional
Conference will serve as a
prepatory for the Far West MUN
Conference April 11-14 when
110 colleges and universities
from throughout the western
U.S. will participate.
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which have included a free
income tax service for
low-income persons in Tacoma
and book donations to McNeil
Island Penitentiary Library.

26 colleges
request funds
OLYMPIA—The state's 26
community colleges will ask the
legislature to approve a $63.4
million capital budget request,
says state Director John C.
Mundt.
The request is about $4.2
million less than a biennial
request approved this summer
by the State Board for
Community College Education,
he said.
Enrollment projections are
down and the state board will
reduce in cost and scope 12
campus projects and totally
eliminate a remodeling project at
Grays Harbor College, Mundt
said Friday.

The Executive Secretary of
the World University Service, Dr.
K. Bhaskara Rao, will be on the
UPS campus Tuesday. Feb. 20,
to present a series of lectures
and discussions on the topic,
"The World University Service
and the Concept of Global
Education."
His visit to UPS will be to
inform interested faculty and
students of the function of the
WUS, and to associate the
service with the Fast for
Bangladesh. The proceeds of the
fast, which took place last fall
on campus, were sent to the
WUS.
Dr. Rao's work in India, and
as the secretary of the WUS, is
aimed at stimulating, on
university campuses and
institutions, an awareness of the
world and the contributions
each can make to social and
educational programs. This,
in addition to providing
information about the WUS is
the purpose of the visit to U1S.
The schedule will include
formal lectures in the sociology
class at 11 a.m. in Jones 210,
and at noon in Mc006. An
informal question and answer
session will take place at 4 p.m.
in room 9 of the Student Union
Building with an informal dinner
and discussion following at 5
p.m. in SUB 9.
The campus address will be
given in the SUB lounge at 7
p.m. on the twentieth.
Dr. R a o holds an
undergraduate degree in political
science and English literature
from the University of Mysore in
India. He has taught at Mysore
and the State University of
Iowa, from which he attained his
Ph .D.
Over 500 campuses in the
United States have sponsored
lectures by Dr. Rao, and have
been enlightened by such
discussions as "The Philosophy
of Non-Violence," "Gandhi,"
"Hinduism," "India Today,"
and the "Literature of India."
In addition to speaking
engagements and lecture tours,

Dr. Rao has written a variety of
novels and plays, including
Yachts, Hamburgers, and a
Hindu, Candle Against the Wind,
and the winner of the
International First Prize,
Gandhi: A Play in Four Acts.
Dr. Rao's work is concerned
mostly with co-ordinating the
intercultural educational
programs and multi-national
conferences for students,
faculty, and administrators in
the United States and India.
Some of the lecture topics
that he has discussed with
groups on campuses around the
country, in assemblies, chapel
programs, classroom visits, and
informal discussion groups, have
included "Indo-American
Relations," "India Today,"

UPS graduate
Gardens head
UPSNB—A former graduate
of the University of Puget Sound
has been named president of the
New York Botanical Garden.
Dr. Howard S. Irwin, a
member of the 1950 graduating
class at UPS, joined the
Botanical Garden staff as a
research associate in 1960.
Previous to his election as
president, the botanist served as
executive vice president for the
organization.
Dr. Irwin is also a
contributing editor to the
Encyclopedia Americana, a
fellow of the New York
Academy of Science and adjunct
professor of botany at Lehman
College. He received his
doctorate in botany from the
University of Texas.
In 1965, the new president
was chosen one of the
Outstanding Young Men of
America by the United States
Junior Chamber of Commerce
and in 1968, was honored by
UPS as one of its most
distinguished graduates.

New book printed for minorites
PRINCETON, N.J.—The
newest edition of "Graduate and
Professional School
Opportunities for Minority
Students," a book describing
academic and special assistance
programs offered by graduate
and professional schools for
black and other minority group
students, is now available to
college guidance counselors and
other interested groups.
The booklet is published by
the Educational Testing Service
(ETS), with the support of a
grant from the Henry Luce
Foundation of New York for
d a t a collection a n d
dissemination. The book is
e n d o r s e d by several
organizations of graduate and
professional schools.
Included in the book is
information provided by some
700 schools and graduate
departments about their
programs in arts and science,
business, law and medicine. Each

entry describes the school's
admissions standards, fee waiver
policy and financial aid
programs. In addition,
information is provided about
the percentage of minority
enrollment, the number of
minority faculty, and • the
existence of active minority
recruitment programs.
About 20,000 copies of the

Urology seminar scheduled
UPSNB—A day-long seminar
in urology for nurses will be
presented on Tuesday, Feb. 27,
in room 800 of the New Science
Building at Grays Harbor
College. The session is sponsored
by the College of Medical
Education (COME), at the
University of Puget Sound in
Tacoma, in cooperation with

Two UPS coeds found unharmed
after two-day ordeal in forest
LAPUSH, Wash. (AP)—Two
University of Puget Sound coeds
were found yesterday tired and
hungry but unharmed, after they
were missing since Tuesday on
the ocean strip of the Olympic
National Park.
Sally
Cardozo,
Dellwood,
Minn., and Sandra Steverson,
Maryland, were spotted by the
crew of a private helicopter in
dense cedar forest about four
miles southeast of La Push.
The two had left a shelter

book will be distrihuted free of
charge to black, Mexican-American, Puerto Rican, and
American Indian students and
student organizations, as well as
to libraries, colleges, and
graduate student counselors.
Copies may be obtained by
writing: Special Services,
Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

Tuesday to hike north along the
beach before heading for their
car, which they and two others
had left about two miles away,
said Jack Nattinger of the
National Park Service.
He said a high tide apparently
had forced the women to leave
the beach and hike in the forest.
They had weathered the unexpected campout thanks to sleeping bags, warm clothing, extra
food and Miss Cardozo's survival
training, he said.

Grays Harbor.
Topics will range from
"Anatomy and Physiology of
the Lower Urinary Tract," and
"Obstructive Urinary Tract
Disease," with Aberdeen
urologist Charles Adams, to
"Nursing Care of the
Prostatectomy Patient" and
"Nursing Care of the Patient
a f t e r Kidney Surgery:
Preparation for X-ray," featuring
Sharlene Crane, a registered
nurse from Tacoma General
Hospital.

"DOWN AT
THE HEELS?"
SEE

Proctor
SHOE REPAIR

"Reincarnation," "Bangladesh,"
"India, the Home of Women's
Lib," and "Perspectives on
America—An Asian View."
His lectures cover the
political, educational, religious
and literary perspectives of India
and the United States.
F u r t h e r information
concerning the WUS can be
obtained by contacting the
World University Service, 20
West 40th Street, New York,
N.Y.

UW searching
for new prexy
SEATTLE—A University of
Washington search committee,
set up to find a successor to
outgoing UW president Charles
E. Odegaard, hopes to announce
a replacement by the end of
April.
UW regent Robert F. Philip,
who heads the search committee
said Monday that about 200
nominations have come in from
all over the nation as well as
from alumns, students and
faculty on campus.
There are women and
minorities represented in the
poll of nominees, but Philip said
"we don't want to have anyone
c o n s i d e r e d except on
qualifications."
Philip said the search
committee has been meeting
once a month, but in January,
when the list hopefully will be
pared down to 40 or 50
candidates, the committee will
meet more often.
Qualifications required for
president have been discussed by
the committee he said, but most
of the time has been spent
reviewing individual candidates
qualifications.
Some members of the
committee will do individual
confidential research on
candidates, Philip said.
If the committee gets its
work done in time to select a
president by April, he could
"take over comfortably in the
fall and not leave the present
place of employment in the
lurch," Philip said.

Mass debater
invasion here
UPSNB—More than 60 high
s c h o o 1 s from throughout

Washington State competed in
the 32nd annual University of
Puget Sound High School
Speech Tournament last Friday
and Saturday, Feb. 9 and 10, in
the basement of the student
center on campus.
According to Dr. Gary
Peterson, associate professor of
speech and drama and director
of communications activities at
UPS, the program included
individual and team competition
in debate, oratory, expository
and extemporaneous speaking,
along with interpretive speaking.
The tournament was
sponsored by the UPS speech
and drama department.

REGAL NOTES
UNDERSTAND PLAYS,
NOVELS AND POEMS
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES

We're new and we're the
biggest Thousands of topics
reviewed for quicker
understanding.. Our subjects
include not only English, but
Anthropology, Art, Black
Studies, Ecology, Economics,
Education History, Law
Music, Philosophy, Political
Science, Psychology,
Religion, Science, Sociology
and Urban Problems. Send $2
for your catalog of topics
available.
REGAL NOTES

3160 "0" Street N.W.
38171/2 North 26th

Washington, D. C. 20007
Telephone: 202-333-0201
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UPS now 'Number One' in sports
by Tom LeCompte
The athletic programs at UPS,
headed by Director of Athletics
Douglas McArthur, are top
notch, and UPS sports teams
have to be rated "Number One"
in the Northwest. Note the
following:
Football—In 1971-72, under
Coach Bob Ryan, UPS won six,
lost three and was voted
"Number One" in the Northwest
area by "the panel," consisting
of area sportswriters,
sportscasters, and School Sports

Information Directors. This
year, UPS won seven, lost three
and was voted "Number One"
again.
Basketball—UPS, under coach
Don Zech, won 72 games while
losing only 12 from 1968 to
1971, three straight years at the
top. Last year the team sagged
to an 11-14 record, but this year
it is 15 and 8 against powerful
opposition and again rated
"Number One."
Swimming—This year's swim
team is currently 9-2, having lost
only to Southern California

Skiers gain experience
as snowfall increases

The Logger soccer team is undefeated in their last six
games, four of their victories in the Third Division of the
City Soccer League.

With new snow falling in the
mountains, the UPS ski team has
managed once again to position
itself as the number-one ski
power in the Northwest
Collegiate Ski Conference.
The failure of any solid snow
pack to materialize caused
several early season ski meets to
be cancelled, so the team was
foced to travel out of its division
in order to find suitable
conditions in which to compete.
These early races proved good
experience, with UPS fielding
strong teams in the slalom, giant

Soccer team blasts South Snohomish;
attains third consecutive victory
by Bill Philip
For the third week in a row,
the UPS soccer team blasted an
opposing team into ignominious
defeat. Taking its turn this week
at the chopping block was the
South Snohomish Community
College Soccer Club.
The lop-sided score, 6-1, is
somewhat misleading. The game
was not as one-sided,
particularly in the second half,
as the score would have one
believe.
It was played less with
modern soccer tactics in mind as
it was along the lines employed
by the buccaneers of the 18th
century.
Both teams spent most of
their time standing off and
launching salvos at each other
with occasional attempts by
both sides to storm and board.
UPS was the better team in
individual efforts to convert the
long lead pass (equivalent to the
fast break in basketball, except
in a much bigger area, giving the
offense a 55-50 percent
advantage) into a goal.
This conversion was
accomplished an amazing four
times (thrice is termed a hat
trick in soccer) by visiting junior
player Robert Flopper. Another
two goals were added by our
own gangly, but somehow
effective, Wes Jordan.
In my opinion, a most
representative example of Bob

NEARLY NEW SHOP
New and Used
FAMIL Y APPA REL

Mon. thru Sat. 10-5
2814 6th Ave. MA7-6812

Hopper's work on Sunday was
his first goal. He gathered in a
long volley, beating the
bewildered defense, then calmly
taking aim, slapped the ball past
the unnerved goal keeper a split
second before the defense
recovered and smothered him.
This situation is repeated
dozens of times in soccer
matches, but with a majority of
the opportunities being lost
either in hurried and bungled
cracks at goals or in time delays
during which time the defense
showers the attacker with feet
and legs.
The refereeing was evenly
divided, for and against both
teams, with the decisions quaint,
if not quite accurate.
UPS scored five of its goals in
the first half, which allowed the
team to relax a bit in the second.
It needed to. The second half
seemed almost to be played in
slow motion. Both teams were
tired.
The Loggers continued their
unbeaten streak in Third
Division play last Sunday with a
5 to 1 drubbing of Auburn.
Another sloppy game saw a 1 to
1 tie at half-time but UPS was
able to convert four times in

the second half to win going
away. Wes Jordan scored two
goals and forwards Jon van
Veelan and Doug Smith scored
once each. The fifth goal was
added by Auburn fullback Bill
Philip when he attempted to
pass the ball back to his goalie
only to send it over his head into
the goal.
When our team is scored
upon (heaven forefend! !!) yell,
"That man was a mile off side,
referee!" When we score and it's
called back for off-side, yell "He
was a full 10 feet on side,
referee!"
• When some bumping occurs
and our man is the bumpee.,
shout "Put that man off!" When
our man is the bumper then
bellow "He was only playing the
ball, referee!"
When any of their men look
like they might have at some
time in their careers touched a
ball with their hands, demand
"Hand ball referee." When our
men look the same, be
absolutely silent!
With these few phrases,
translatable into any of a dozen
languages, you will find yourself
at home in a soccer crowd in
almost any country.

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS

EARN EXTRA CASH
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches
and Resorts throughout the nation. Over 35,000 students aided
last year. For Free information on
student asststance program send
self-addressed STAMPED envelope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901,
YOU MUST APPLY EARLY .....

"Especially for
YOU!"
6th Ave.
at Oakes

slalom, and cross country.
As the snow depth increased,
so did the talent. On January 27
and 28, the team competed
against 11 other Pacific
Northwest schools, winning first
overall in both the men's giant
slalom and cross country. The
women also faired well by
bringing home a second in the
giant slalom and a fifth in cross
country.
This weekend, four UPS
members have been selected to
compete in the "Canadian
Government Invitational " ski
meet at Banff, Alberta.
Consisting of challenging giant
slalom and slalom courses—along
with a difficult 10-mile cross
country race and 70-meter
jump— this meet should draw the
best skiers from Canada and the
northern United States.
UPS's four contenders—Steve
Klein, Scott Langlow, Dick
Pattison, and Wade Perrow—will
compete in all events.

(second place in NCAA,
University Division last year),
and Simon Fraser, a top-rated
NAIA school. Under Coach Don
Duman, UPS has already
qualified several swimmers for
nationals where they finished
13th last year.
Wrestling—Under second-year
coach Del Rossberg, the
wrestlers are currently 9-2. Only
losses came to Simon Fraser
when flu caused UPS to forfeit
three matches. UPS also lost to
Number Two rated Southern
Oregon College.
Baseball—UPS baseball,
coached by Jack McGee, has to
be rated the "Number One"
team in the College and
University Division in the Pacific
Northwest. Last season UPS
went as far as the regional
playoffs of the National
tournament.
Along the way, UPS won nine
and lost zero against the Pacific
8. Included were five straight
wins over the University of
Washington, plus wins over
Washington State, University of
Oregon, Oregon State and the
University of California.
UPS also fields varsity teams
in track (coach Joe Peyton),
soccer, crew, skiing, cross
country, tennis, golf and, on the
club level, water polo.
UPS also has women's field
hockey and basketball, as well as
strong intramurals for both men
and women.
The emphasis is not on
jock-minded athletics, but that
athletics at UPS are for the
e n t i r e U n i v e r s i t y
family—students, faculty, and
staff. There is something for
everybody, and a strong athletic
program contributes to a healthy
state of well-being, both
physically and mentally, for all
of us.

Tel.
FU 3-4739
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Recent team changes for Loggers
ensuring successful late season
by Tom LeCompte
The UPS basketball team has
undergone several changes in the
last few months, making for a
season which so far has been
highly successfull.
The Loggers started out iwith
two wins over the University of
Alaska and one each over Lewis
and Clark and Montana.
The Loggers lost to fourth
ranked (University Division)
Long Beach State in the finals of
the Daffodil Classic.
After an easy win over
California State University at
Northridge, (formerly San
Fernando Valley State), UPS
spiraled down to six straight
losses against Oregon State,
Boise State University, Nevada
at Las Vegas, California
Polytechnical, San Luis Obispo,
and California State University
at Santa Barbara.
The final loss was at home to
Oklahoma City University, by a
score of 76-75. Two OCU
players, Marvin Richard and
Ozzie Edwards, are in the top 10
in the nation in scoring with
27.4 and 26.2 points per game
respectively.
After this loss, in which UPS
led 12-0, 16-2, and 19-4, the
Loggers regrouped and regained
confidence and balance.
Since that time, UPS won
seven straight games over
University of Portland, Boise
State, California State University
at Irvine, University of Idaho,
Gonzaga University, Pacific
Lutheran University, and
Sacramento State.
Following the tough game at
Sacramento, UPS lost to
California State University at
Davis the next night by five
points in overtime.
Since then, the Loggers have
notched wins over the University
of the Redlands, Portland State
and last Saturday over St.
Martins, 105-73.
Against St. Martins, Fred
Cain, 6-6 sophomore forward,
scored 36 points, hitting 16 of
25 shots for an amazing 64%
field goal percentage.
Ron Lund added 17 and Curt
Petersen 13 points in defeating
the Saints.
The Logger changes have
come from a reshuffling of
personnel.
UPS has three very good
guards to alternate as starters.
Ron Oughton, 6-4 senior from
Clover Park, has made the switch
from forward where he started
last year. He led Tacoma
Community College to the State
Championship two years ago, an
outstanding defense and good
hustler.
Wes Tanac, who has played
less than one minute in the first
10 games, has been a starter
since mid-season. Tanac plays at
150% and practices the same.
Very steady and consistent.
Noble Johnson, former
all-stater from Parco, good
shooter and very solid defense
man, leads the team assists. A
bout with the flu sidelined
Johnson for four games and

For AU Your Needs
The Closest
Drug Store
to the Colleqe

allowed Tanac to move in.
Juniors Ray Warner and
Freddie Gaines, sophomore Bill
Schmur and frosh Bill
Greenheck give great depth at
guard and promise for the
future.
At forward UPS is also very
deep. Sam May is a 6-6 former
all-stater from Stadium High.
Strong on defense and second
leading rebounds.
Fred Cain, also of Stadium,
has come on strong in the last 12
games. Cain has averaged 17
points a game since becoming a
starter against Oklahoma City
University. UPS is 10-2 over that
span. Cain was the leading high
school scorer in Washington two
years ago.
Ron Lund is a 6-4 forward
from Lincoln High where he was
all-state two years. Lund is an
excellent outside shot and has
very quick hands. Can play
guard or forward equally well.
Rick Brown is a 6-4
performer from Seattle who
lettered as a frosh at UPS. He is
a steady and consistent hustler.
At center UPS has three
capable, consistent players. Curt
Petersen, 6-11 1/4, was all-state at
Nathan Hale two years ago.
Improving every game, Peterson
is the team leader in scoring,
rebounding, and field goal
percentage.
He is followed by Steve
Philpol , 6-9 center from
Philpot
%(lLIl(l
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normally start against most of
UPS's opponents, but because of
UPS building for the future, he
has not seen as much playing
time this year. Strong rebounder
and good hustle.
Bruce Larson of West
Bremerton via Tacoma
Community College was the
second leading scorer and
rebounder when TCC won the
state title two years ago. He is
one of the most underrated UPS
players. "Popcorn" has scored as
many as 17 points in reserve
roles this season ans has fine
moves for a big man.
At times Coach Don Zech has
played all three big men at once,
Peterson in the middle, and
Philpot and Larson at forwards.
Rather formidable as a front
line.
UPS begins this week a very
serious quest to win an
invitation to the Regional
Playoffs of the NCAA College
Division championships.
By the time this issue goes to
press, UPS will have played
Seattle Pacific Wednesday in
Seattle, its main competition for
a tourney berth. UPS must win
four in a row, twice over SPC
and once each over the
University of Portland and St.
Martins.
The second SPC game will be
February 27 at UPS. Look for a
packed Fieldhouse, as crowds
have been gathering since the
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recent game.

Rasmussen new tennis coach
by Tom LeCompte
This spring David Rasmussen
will begin his first year as tennis
coach at the University of Puget
Sound.
Rasmussen brings an
excellent string of credentials to
UPS and was at one time
well-ranked in Southern
California.
In college, Rasmussen played
for the University of Redlands
(LA), always a Southern
California tennis power.
Redlands won seven consecutive
NAIA National titles.
Rasmussen was all-conference
and all-district NAIA for three
years, captained the team as a
senior and was named to the
NATA All-American team.
Rasmussen has been a
teaching pro at several clubs,
including the Victoria Club in
Riverside, Calif., Redlands
Racquet Club and John
Gardner's Tennis Ranch in

Carmel Valley, California. where
he worked under all-time tennis
great Ken Rosewall.
This past summer, Rasmussen
served as head pro at the
Tacoma Golf and Country Club.
Coach Rasmussen indicated
that the tennis team and
prospective members will meet
at 3 p.m. Monday, Feb. 19, for
orientation and the first
practice.

--

Farley's
Flowers
"Flowers for et'ery
occasion"
1620 - 6th Ave.
MA 7-7161

Slowdowne

Logger Ron Oughton gets ready to pass o
UPS basketball game.

to a

teammate in a recent
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Then Call The Professional
Who Caret....

GLENN K. GRAVES
431 Tacoma Mall Bldg.
475-7802

COMPARE .... THEN BUY
Free

UPS Center Steve Philpot outjumps an opponent in a
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PREPARATION FOR SPRING
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GRE
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Slow down, you're going too fast.
Rather than rush out to one of the fast food places,
why not consider easing over to one of the
Pizza Haven family restaurants.
If you want to stay home, call Pizza Haven for home delivery
of one of our famous slow-foods - pizza, chicken,
or spaghetti.
Compare those production line, ready to eat, gulp foods
with our slow foods. Pizza Haven, the originator of
slow-foods. Take the time to enjoy them.
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UPS to present 'Paine'
at regional finals today
Last November's production
of ''Tom Paine" is being
presented this afternoon in
Seattle as part of the regional
finals in the American College
Theatre Festival.
The UPS play is one of five
competing for the chance to go
to Washington, D.C. in April and
perform at the Kennedy Center
in the national finals.
Judges of the American
Theatre Association were
present at one of the initial
performances in early winter and
chose it as one of the five best in
a region that encompasses
Washington, Oregon, Alaska, and
Idaho.
The cast was notified near the
end of Christmas break that it
had been chosen to go to Seattle
and has utilized the month of
January and Winterim break for
adaptation and preparation. The
cast was in rehearsal every day
during the break.
On the strength of both
external and internal criticism,
various scenes in the play have
been reworked and restaged. The
set has been changed slightly to
fit the Poncho Theater at the
Seattle Zoo—where the
competition is being held—and
Ron Regeir has re-designed the
lighting.
Between five to eight
minutes, including the discussion
scene, have been dropped in an
attempt to make the play tighter
and more even.
One of the main complaints
in its original run on campus was
that the diction was poor in
places and that the
understandability of the play
suffered because of it. The
actors have been working on this
problem, and to facilitate
communication with the
audience, various scenes that
previously over-lapped have been
more clearly separated. Jon
Estrin, director of the play, says
that he is hopeful and feels that
the cast and production are in
"good shape." He is most
excited about the experience the
opportunity presents for the
cast.
In an interview, he stated that
readying the play for its
presentation in Seattle gave a
certain sense of professionalism
to those members of the drama
department involved. The run
here on campus was like "an
opening out of town," and now
they have had time to "get the
bugs out" and reassess problems
for the performance today.
Estrin also suggested that the
reputation of the UPS drama
department will be enhanced by
the chance to perform before an
audience of ''completely

theatre" people. Serious theatre
patrons from all over the state
will be in attendance, and the
exposure afforded the students
could be highly beneficial in the
future.
Also, the high degree of
strict , objective criticism
present in such situations should
benefit the department as a
whole.
Estrin believes that the three
judges—who are from New York,
California and Detroit—will view
the performance as "a totality"
and be looking for "over-all
quality, balance, and evenness."
He has not seen any of the
other plays in the competition,
but feels "intuitively" that UPS
chances are "good."
Last year, the UPS
production of "The Physicists"
placed second in the regional
finals. "We hope to do one
better this year," Estrin said.

Randy Clark and David Kretchmar will respectively portray Tom Paine and his reputation
at the regional finals today.

Gig Harbor gallery features sculpture, bird carvings
Featured at the White Whale
Gallery in Gig Harbor during
February are two diverse artists,
Darrell Peterson and Frank
Evans. Peterson's acrylic
paintings are again on display
along with a new medium for
him, bronze sculpture.
Evans' carved wood gulls are
well known along the West
Coast, and other birds are on
display also.
Evans began sculpting birds
15 years ago by carving birds for
his family Christmas tree. He is
self-taught and has consulted
ornithology texts extensively so
he can accurately portray the
birds in structure and position.

Choral Society
needs singers
UPSNB—Singers in the
community are invited to join
the Tacoma Choral Society
sponsored by the University of
Puget Sound, which began
rehearsals for its spring concert
Tuesday, Feb. 13.
Under the direction of Dr.
Edward Hansen, associate
professor of music at UPS, the
choir will perform works by
Poulenc, Bruckner, Gabrieli and
Peeters in a May concert.
Rehearsals are scheduled for
Tuesdays each week at 7:15
p.m. in the university's music
building.
Further information may be
obtained through the UPS
School of Music.

Arts and Entertainment
The two-man art exhibit by Darrell Peterson and Frank Evans
continues through March 3 at the White Whale Gallery, Gig Harbor.
Peterson has on display a variety of acrylics and bronze
sculpture work, and Evans is now showing his well-known collection
of carved birds.
Gallery hours are Monday through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Paramount Theatre will present Curtis Mayfield in Seattle
tonight at 7 and 11 p.m. in the Paramount Northwest Theatre. Tickets
are being sold at the usual Paramount Northwest outlets for $4.00 in
advance or $5.00 at the door.

Now he carves gulls, owls,
and birds of prey out of cedar
logs and driftwood he finds
along Puget Sound.
Several galleries and museums

the Frye Museum in Seattle. He
recently demonstrated his
technique for the Southwest
Guild of the Seattle Art
Museum.

have featured Evans' birds. The
Tacoma Art Museum has an
Evans bird on display this month
in the Children's Gallery. Last
year he had a successful show at

UPS presents Gallery de Unknown'
UPSNB—''Gallery de
Unknown," an art show and
auction, was presented by
students at the University of
Puget Sound on Saturday, Feb.
10 on the top deck of the Top
of the Ocean Restaurant,
Tacoma.
The exhibit was the result of
a class conducted jointly by the
UPS art department and the
School of Business and Public
Administration during the
Winterim studies program.
Taught by Dr. William Orthman
associate professor of business
and public administration, the

course applied the techniques of
business planning and marketing
to the showing and auctioning of
art products.
Paintings, ceramics, sculpture,
art-photography and graphic arts
were included in the exhibition.
Various painting techniquesoils, acrylics and water

I

colors—were shown as well as
several ceramic a r t
forms—pottery, mosaics and
hangings.
An auction was held with all
proceeds going to the
Washington Association of
Retarded Children.

ficien& are for

rad-o"

091 N. 21st
SK2-2821
Meetings 10a.m. Sunday •

Wouldn't you like to be a friend?
Tacoma Friends Meeting

13ank
witha
frio end.

Rev. E. A. Larson will speak tonight at Court C on the
"Divine Aspects of Space Travel." Tomorrow night, Dr. LeRoy Annis,
professor of English at UPS, will speak at Court C on "The Death
Penalty and Other Subjects." Both programs begin at 8 p.m.
At 10 p.m. on both nights Court C will respectively feature
Pat Gill's guitar and Mike McCartney's outrageous stories and ballads.
Colorful KING TV presents a special in-depth look at a
program directed to the drinking driver. The program, "C.R.A.S.H.,"
will be shown tomorrow afternoon from 1 to 1:30. New methods
propose to reduce the number of drunken drivers by showing them
how their reflexes and thinking are impaired by liquor.

Puget Sound National Bank
The hometown bank.

On Wednesday, Feb. 21 and Saturday, Feb. 24, at 8 p.m.,
some Shakespeare scenes will be presented in opera at the Glenn
Hughes Playhouse, University of Washington. Scenes from Verdi's
"MacBeth" and "Falstaff," Gounod's "Romeo and Juliet" and
Riccardo Zandonai's "Antony and Cleopatra" will be presented. The
performance is complimentary.
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Ensemble invited to regionals
By special invitation, the UPS
Chamber Music Ensemble will
perform at The Music Educators
National Conference (MENC)
Northwest Regional Convention,
Feb. 16-19 at the Hilton Hotel
in Portland, Oregon.
The Ensemble was selected
out of applications from six
Northwestern states—Alaska,
Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Montana, and Wyoming—to
present their program of six
different ensembles.
Prof. Robert Musser is the
director and co-ordinator of the
21 member UPS aroup
participating in the conference.
The MENC Conference
alternates biannually with the
Washington State Music
Educators Convention and
selects a variety of brass, choral,

ensemble, and orchestral groups
to perform during the
convention for the faculty. Only
20% of the schools that audition
for an invitation to the
conference are selected.
The groups representing the
schools range from junior high
to college level in age and in size
from trios to full orchestras and
choirs.
This will be the first year that
UPS has been represented by a
group at the convention,
especially important since this is
the first year that the University
has auditioned for an invitation.
Six different ensembles,
ranging from a trio for two
clarients and french horn to a
serenade for 11 wood, brass, and
string instruments, will be on the
program. Included also is a

woodwind quinetet, a percussion
trio, a saxophone quartet, and a
brass quartet. These vary in
themes from an oriental
percussion group to a classical
serenade.
According to Prof. Musser, it
is considered a great honor to be
selected out of the many
applications to perform at the
convention, considering the fact
that only one out of every five
schools is invited.
Some of the musicians
performing at the MENC
conference will also present a
recital on March 28 in the
Jacobsen Recital Hall, located in
the music building. This will be a
program by the UPS Wind
Ensemble, augmented with
selections from the conference.

Film reviewer names 1972's best
by John Black
Now that most of the major
1972 motion picture releases
have reached the Seattle-Tacoma
area, I would like to comment
on what I consider to be 1972's
10 best films. Some of the
movies are currently playing in
and around Tacoma, while other
ones are subject to re-release at
any time. Witnout further ado,
here are my choices for the
honor role of 1972.
"The Godfather"—So much
has been said about this offering,
that it is almost useless to try to
add anything. Suffice it to say
that this film expertly portrays
the sweeping subject of two
generations of Mafia leaders with
much attention to the individual
personalities of the characters.
As with all major cinematic
successes, it maintains the
dubious distinction of inspiring
atrocious copies. But its
popularity helped to rekindle
the public's interest in the movie
industry in general. Perhaps the
picture's highlights are the
excellent acting performances in
all roles.
Like My
''You '11
Mother'—This film, like my
previous choice, is distinguished
by the individual dynamism of
the cast's performances. It
portrays a young woman who
goes to visit her dead husband's
mother and encounters many
unexpected and frightening
events. Violence itself is
practically non-existent but the
tension at times is almost
unbearable. Like a good
Hitchcock piece, the movie is
filled with little twists and turns
which constantly keep the
viewer in suspense. The four
main performances are all
restrained, which greatly adds to
the believably scary atmosphere.
"Sounder"—In 1972, it
became apparent that films
featuring blacks were certain to
be financially successful. Most of
these features center on killing,
prostitution and drugs. But
"Sounder" is an optimistic
portrait of a closely-knit black
family scratching out an
existence during the Depression.
As opposed to the coldly
recorded murders in most black
films, ''Sounder" delicately
presents the small triumphs and
tragedies which bind the family
together. The movie becomes a
bit too sentimental on two
occasions, but this doesn't hurt
the moving effect it has on its

GUNDERSON
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audiences.
"The C and idate "—Politics
played a major role in 1972,
with the lessening of the
Vietnam war and the
Presidential election. At the
same time, politics is not a
favorite topic among
moviegoers . But ' 'The
Candidate" proved to be a
superior examination of the
undertaking of a political career.
Virtually all facets of politics,
from public appearances to press
conferences to private "fringe
benefits," are explored. The
tone of the proceedings is
serious but tinged with stinging
contemporary satire. The film is
both entertaining and
instructive. It is sometimes
funny, but it is also cynically
depressing.
"Xansas City Bomber"--Admittedly, the technical aspects
of this offering are not all
top-notch. But the picture itself
is one of 1972's only releases
which concerns itself with the
depiction of a working woman.
The woman, played by Raquel
Welch, is a skater for the Los
Angeles Roller Games (different
from San Francisco's Roller
Derby). Unlike most sports
movies, this one offers as much
criticism of its topic as it does
glorification propaganda.
Raquel's role is probably her
best performance to date, as she
delineates all sides of the
woman's complex personality.
"The Strange Vengeance of
Rosalie"-- Each year, certain
low-budget movies are quietly
opened and closed with little, if
any, publicity. Such is this
choice, a highly unusual story of
three people thrown together by
destiny. The human triangle,
composed of a young half-breed
Indian girl named Rosalie, a
young businessman and an older
motorcycle hoodlum, balances
awhile before being upset in the
film's climax. Rosalie is played
by Bonnie Bedelia, a 26 year old
Caucasian actress, who gives
what I consider to be the finest
female portrayal of the year. Her
acting alone makes the
disappearance of this film a
tragedy.
''Jeremiah Johnson"—Ap-

Charison 's
Cafe
"THE RIGHT PLACE ON THE
WRONG STREET"
BREAKFAST ASSORTED
FLAVORED I'ANCAKES
SERVED 6:30 am-11:30 am
2:30pm-5 :3Opm 8pm 'til
closing.

parently, Robert Redford wasn't
content to make only one good
film in 1972 ("The Candidate").
This is an unusually thoughtful
western which chronicles a man
living by himself in the solitude
of the mountains. The
photography of the wilderness is
simply stunning, as the camera
captures rich and muted colors,
majestic landscapes and glowing
sunrises. The movie also contains
a memorable procession of
characters who are encountered
by Redford. There is some
fighting, but the main focus is
on quiet, introspective drama.
"Dirty Little Billy"—As
opposed to the pictorial
splendor of the previous choice,
this movie characterizes the West
as being a grimy mud-bog which
cakes its inhabitants with dirt
and filth. Violence is treated as
being an everyday occurance
which is neither good nor evil.
The film p r e s e n t s
three-dimensional characters in
its description of events which
led to the alienation of young
Billy, later to become Billy the
Kid. It is perhaps the most
realistic cinematic representation
of western times ever put on the
screen.
Are
''Butterflies
Free"—Prize-winning Broadway
plays are often transplanted to
the silver screen. This intricately
written character study of a
blind man, his girlfriend and his
mother is both flawed and great.
It suffers from oversimplification and an occasional tendency
to be soapy, but what remains is
an engrossing look at the
interaction of three lives. Goldie
Hawn continues to develop as an

Learner's
Permimt.
Cliffs Notes help you under-

stand novels plays and
poems. Theyre
packed full of the
NATIVE SON kind of explanation and interpretation you need to
study and review
efficiently. Cliffs
Notes: written by
experts who want
you to get more
outof literature
than just a grade.
At your booksellers or send for
FREE list of more than 200 titles.
Include 150 and weilsendahandy,
reusable, waterproof drawstring
book bag. Cliffs Notes, Inc., Lincoln, Nebr. 68501.
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Ecotogy ... we're working on it!
During the past 14 years Cliffs
Notes has used over 2,400.000 tons
of paper using recycled pulp.

ALSO SANDWICHES AND
DRINKS TO GO

Prof. Robert Musser
actress. and Eileen Heckart gives
what is possibly the year's best
supporting performance as the
man's domineering "rich bitch"
mother. A nice experience for
those who aren't ashamed of
feeling sentimental.
"The Todd Killings"—Despite
this movie's title, there is no
truth to the rumor that it is a
documentary about my
residence hail on this campus. It
is instead an arresting glimpse of
the life-style of a young
murderer, magnetically played
by Robert F. Lyons.
Surprisingly, the violence is
extremely subdued. The major
portion of the film follows the
y o u n g m a n around
contemporary California, with a
certain amount of offbeat
humor involved. The effect of

PACIFIC

Cheryl Doten

the man on his young
"disciples" forms 1972's most
coldly shattering climax.
1972, like other years,
produced a lot of bad offerings
as well. Sam Peckinpah's "The
Getaway," starring Steve
McQueen and Ali MacGraw, is
enough to set filmmaking way
back to the silent days of "The
Great Train Robbery." It is
enough to make me think twice
about labeling any other
production "the worst film of
1972." But the good films of
1972 make all of the bad ones
worth wading through. - The
pleasures to be found in the
good major releases and the
small surprises are enough to
make me look forward to
discovering the 10 best films of
1973.

NW DANCE
presents

Utah

Repertory Dance
Theatre

February 21 at 8. P.M.
Opera House
Tickets $3—$6 Students

$20

Bon Marche Ticket Office
GR5-4000
Opera House Box Office open 6:30

764 Broadway BR 2-4295
Free Parking
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Intramural basketball sign-ups end today. All rosters must be
turned in by 4 p.m. today to Joe Peyton in the Fieldhouse or Randy
Jones in Smith Hall. Referees are needed for the season. Any
questions, please contact Randy Jones ext. 653 or call the Fieldhouse
at ext. 743 and leave a message.

to

The National Guard Association of Washington made a
significant step forward on May 4, 1967, by implementing a
Scholarship Grant Program for its members and members of their
immediate families.
Five hundred dollars have been placed in a trust fund, from
which one grant will be made annually. Any member of the National
Guard or a Guardsman's dependent is invited to apply.
Applicants must supply a grade report from the first semester
of the high school year, a final grade point average, a college grade
report, a letter of recommendation from a high school principal or
counselor, and a letter of recommendation from a college counselor.
All applications must be received prior to March 15 by the
Scholarship Committee, National Guard Association of Washington,
Tacoma, 98430.
Scholarship winners will be announced before May 20.

Friday, Feb. 16
.
Campus Flick, "McCabe and Mrs. Miller," 6 and
8:30 p.m., Mc006
Swimming, Southern Oregon at UPS
High School Doubleheader, 7 p.m., Fieldhouse
Curtis Mayfield, 7 and 11 p.m., Pararnount
Northwest Theatre, Seattle
"Divine Aspects of Space Travel," with Rev. E. A.
Larson, 8p.m., Court C
Pat Gill on guitar, 10:30 p.m., Court C
Friday at Nine musical entertainment, 9 p.m., SUB

tL Saturday, Feb. 17
Campus Flick, "McCabe and Mrs. Miller," 6 and
It
8:30p.m.,Mc006

4

Basketball, Saint Martin's at liPS, Fieldhouse
Swimming, Central Washington at UPS
"The Death Penalty and Other Subjects," Dr.
LeRoy Annis, 8 p.m., Court C
Mike McCartney ballad and guitar, 10:30 p.m.,
CourtC
Jessie Cohn Young, 8 p.m., Paramount Northwest
Theatre, Seattle

The Childbirth Education Association of Tacoma will begin a
series of classes in the Lamaze Method of prepared childbirth on
February 22 for the Tacoma area. This eight-week session for
prospective parents will cover such topics as pregnancy, labor and
birth, postpartum care and feeding for the newborn. Along with the
lectures and discussions, the relaxation and breathing techniques of
the method will be practiced. For more information, call Mrs. Dennis
Devish, BR2-4628.
The classes will be held at St. Joseph's School of Nursing at
7:30 p.m.

Sunday, Feb. 18
University Church, 11 a.m., Kilworth Chapel
Monday, Feb. 19
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY_NO CLASSES
Chris Menzel Trio, 8:30 p.m., Court C
Tuesday, Feb. 20
Central Board, 6p.m., Mc106
Campus Flick, "That Cold Day in the Park," 6 and
8:30 p.m., Mc006

The University of Washington's C. G. Jung Lecture Series will
present on February 28 at 8 p.m. Henning Sehmsdorf, giving a lecture
titled "Masculine and Feminine in Scandinavian Mythology." This
will be the fourth of seven talks to be given in this series. Tickets
available at the door of 120 Kane Hall only. Students--$1.00;
non-students--$2.00.

Wednesday, Feb. 21
Tacoma Symphony Orchestra, 8:30 p.m., Temple
Theatre
ADD-DROP ENDS
Folk and Blues at Court C, 8 p.m.
Utah Repertory Dance Theatre, Pacific Northwest
Dance, Seattle
Shakespeare in opera scenes, 8 p.m., Glenn Hughes
Playhouse, University of Washington

A "Greater Expectations Class" is conducted for those
couples early in pregnancy or those who are planning to have a family
soon. The 2 1/2 hour class will cover an introduction to prepared
childbirth. The class is held at St. Joseph's School of Nursing. Class
time is 7:30 p.m. and tuition is $3. For more information about
either of the above sessions, call Mrs. Dennis Devish at MA7-221 1.

Thursday, Feb. 22
Pacificism Course organizational meeting, 7p.m.,
SUB lounge
Rap Session with ASUPS officers, noon, ASB
office, SUB
Folk and Blues at Court C, 8 p.m.

Registration is being accepted for the spring semester
Accelerated Reading class, sponsored by the Associated Students and
the Counseling and Human Development Center. The course consists
of eight Wednesday evening sessions, 7 to 10 p.m., beginning
February 21.
According to instructor Marilyn English, "We will devote a
lot of time and effort to building reading speed. However, this is not
just a speed reading course. Our goals in the course are improvement
of reading rate, comprehension, and flexibility. A major aim will be
to help students handle study materials and technical reading faster
and more efficiently."
The $25 course fee will cover all materials except paper and
pencils. Interested students should register at the Counseling and
Human Development Center, room 201 SUB, ext. 323.

Friday, Feb. 23
Faculty Recital, 8:15 p.m., Jacobsen Recital Hall
Basketball, UPS at U. Portland
Campus Flick, "The Great Escape," 6 and 9 p.m.,
Mc006
"Key '73," Church leaders talk about controversial plait to merchandize Christianity, 8 p.m., Court C
Max Peters with stories, jews harp, voice, guitar,
10:30 p.m., Court C
Friday at Nine musical entertainment, 9 p.m., SUB I
1
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School of Mystical Sciences begins classes on February 19, 1973,
Monday Night - Edgar Cayce Meditation, Wednesday night "Know
the Unknown" Spiritual Development. Also Wednesday night,
Kundalini Yoga. Thursday night beginning Astrology and hypnosis
and Friday Night, Intermediate Astrology. Classes will be held at
Truth Temple, S. 12th & J, 7:30 p.m. Enrollment through February
23rd. Call MA7-2680 after six p.m. for further information.
STEREO component system for sale. 3-years old. Realistic STA 35B
amp and tuner, Realistic Lab 12 turntable and MC-1000 speakers.
New value $300. Excellent condition for 3-year old system. $100.
Call Wes at MA 7-4894 or extension 278.
MEN—WOMEN: Work on a ship this summer! No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect summer job or career. Send
$2.00 for information. SEAFAX, Box 2049—HU. Port Angeles,
Washington, 98362.
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Charlson's
Cafe
"ThE RIGHT PLACE ON THE
WRONG STREET"
BREAKFAST ASSORTED
FLAVORED MNCAKES
SERVED 6:30 ans-11:30 am
2:30pm-5:30pm 8pm 'ff1
closing.
ALSO- SANDWICHES AND
DRINKS TO GO
OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY

THE BAVARIAN
'Old Country' Style
German Food
Imported German Beverages
Restaurant and Delicatessen

Friendly feelings and the great taste of
Coca-Cola. That's the way it should be.

Live Music
and Dancing

on Weekends

It's the real thing. Coke.

@Auk
204 North K Street

Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Combany by

At Divisi,n

racoma, Wa. 98403

Pacific Cocoa Cola Bottling Co.,
Tacoma, Wa.

MA 7-5010
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